October 22, 2013

JLS announces receipt of another Patent

JLS Automation of York, PA recently received formal notification of another patent from the United States Patent office effective May the 6th. The patent is for a method and system to reposition a flexible substrate. JLS has deployed this tool to handle tortillas on over a dozen systems all over the world. The patent is pending in several other countries as well.

According to JLS President Craig Souser “we are of course pleased to have this patent process completed as we have had our customers tells us that our performance exceeds that of our competition so we know that this technology gives us an advantage in the marketplace. JLS is known for our food handling tooling and innovative technology, this gives us protection from the "me too’s" that are out there trying to move into our space.”

JLS Automation provides robotic-based automation for the food industry, specifically in primary and secondary packaging operations. The company is located at 3495 Industrial Drive, York, PA and more information is available about JLS at www.jlsautomation.com.